The main statistical distributions applicable to the analysis of genome architecture and genome tracks are briefly discussed and critically assessed. Although the observed features in distributions of element lengths can be equally well fitted by the different statistical approximations, the interpretation of observed regularities may strongly depend on the chosen scheme. We discuss the possible evolution scenarios and describe the main characteristics obtained with different distributions. The expression for the assessment of levels in hierarchical chromatin folding is derived and the quantitative measure of genome architecture inhomogeneity is suggested. This theory provides the ground for the regular statistical study of genome architecture and genome tracks.
Introduction
Dynamic alteration of chromatin folding affects the gene regulation and the basic genetic processes such as DNA replication and recombination [1] . The mode of chromatin folding is termed genome architecture. The folding depends on the distribution of structural proteins over genome. The statistics of protein binding sites and, generally, the distribution of the other characteristics like transcription starts, length of protein-coding and non-coding regions, stretches of different nucleotide content, double-strand DNA breaks, contacts between chromosomes, etc. (termed commonly genome tracks) remains still the challenging problem from both experimental and theoretical point of view [2] [3] [4] . The terminal regions of tracks are much narrower than the mean length between consecutive termini and the number of terminal regions is several orders of magnitude less than the length of genome in base pairs (bp).
Therefore, the set of sites implicated to genome architecture or genome tracks corresponds statistically to the sparse systems. In the main approximation the problem is reduced to the statistical analysis of length distribution between the nearest terminal sites (such fragments will be called below for definiteness as the elements of genome architecture or genome elements). In 
De Finetti distribution

Continuous De Finetti distribution
Let the complete genome of length M be divided by N fragments of lengths,
The resulting random division of genome by N -1 points may be described in terms of De Finetti distribution [5] . The probability that the lengths of elements exceed the given thresholds is defined as
where
. The analytical derivation of probability (2) and the detailed calculations of various characteristics related to De Finetti distribution can be found in Ref. [6] . Here we reproduce only the main results needed for the subsequent consideration. The probability (2) can be conveniently presented using the lengths normalized to the mean,
The corresponding one-element probability and probability density (henceforth the capital letter P will denote the probability, whereas the small letter p denotes the probability density) are given by
At the large N, one-element De Finetti probability can be approximated by the exponential distribution depending only on the normalized length. The moments of normalized length are equal to
whereas the distribution of sum, l 1 + ... + l k = S k , in the exponential approximation is determined
Discrete De Finetti distribution
In genetics, the various characteristics are defined in the discrete sites of genomic sequences, m = 1, ..., M. The terminal "points" of genome division correspond often to the binding regions of structural proteins having the finite length a. The different binding regions of length a are assumed to be non-overlapping. The corresponding discrete generalization of one-element probability is then given by
where θ(x) is Heaviside step function. The derivation of probability (9) 
If genome is covered by W non-overlapping windows and the characteristics over sites are replaced by the coarse-grained characteristics over windows, the distribution of windows with properties exceeding given threshold will again be determined by probability similar to (9) , where m means the ordinal number of a window, a = 1, and W → M.
The minimum of k distances between the centers of non-overlapping binding regions of width a will be determined by probability,
If the binding regions of two types may overlap with each other, while the regions of one type remain non-overlapping, the probability that the distance between centers of binding regions of different types exceeds given threshold is determined as
This probability can serve for the assessment of overlapping and neighboring between binding regions of different types.
Evolution of genome architecture
The asymptotic exponential approximation of De Finetti distribution (6) possesses the remarkable property of statistical robustness, the random removal or addition of boundary points for genome elements affects only the mean length of elements and retains the form of exponential distribution. The change of form of probability distribution may be related with evolution inhomogeneous over genome. In the simplified evolution scenario the genome elements may be approximately divided by the group of relatively conservative elements and the group of rapidly evolving elements. Such scenario does not contradict the actual molecular evolution of genome architecture [7, 8] . Let in the group of rapidly evolving elements be permissible: (i) the fragmentation of a part of elements into the shorter ones and (ii) the aggregation of neighboring elements into the longer units. The shorter elements produced during fragmentation can be reshuffled over genome during subsequent evolution. If the number of fragments obeys Poisson statistics
the probability of finding a fragment with length exceeding given threshold is
where all lengths are measured relative to the mean length of elements before fragmentation. The mean fragment length corresponding to the distribution (14) is
(here f n is the mean number of the shorter elements produced during fragmentation of an initial element). In the case of Poisson aggregation of neighboring elements
the corresponding probability density for aggregated lengths will be defined as (cf. the lower Eq.
Here I 0 (x) is Bessel function of the zero order depending on imaginary argument. Its asymptotic dependence at the large arguments is
The mean aggregated length corresponding to density (16) is a a n l    (here a n is the mean number of the neighboring elements merged during aggregation). The lengths are again measured relative to the mean length of genome elements before aggregation. The resulting probability corresponds to the mixture of initial exponential distribution and the additives related to the fragmentation and aggregation processes
It depends on five parameters: the mean length of architecture elements before evolutionary modifications <L>; fraction of fragmented elements f f ; fraction of aggregated elements f a ; two parameters f n and a n characterizing the fragmentation and aggregation processes.
Aggregation of elements and gamma-distribution
If the probability of aggregation is sharply peaked, the resulting probability density for aggregated elements can be approximated by the gamma-distribution
with two parameters α > 1 and β. The probability density (19) describes the distribution of the resulting lengths of aggregated elements (cf. Eq. (8)). Index α indicates the mean number of aggregated elements and β corresponds to their mean length before aggregation. The corresponding moments for the lengths of aggregated elements are
The moments for normalized length l = L/<L> depend only on α,
, and tend to unity at the large α. The particular examples of application of gamma-distribution to the distribution of gene lengths can be found in [9] [10] [11] .
Consecutive fragmentation and log-normal distribution
Log-normal distribution describes the process of random consecutive fragmentation. The typical examples are related to the formation of grains within minerals, the cascaded decay of vortices in fully-developed turbulence, the loss of particle energy during consecutive collisions, etc. In genetics, log-normal-like distributions appeared in transcription kinetics (RNA copying of DNA fragments coding for proteins) [12, 13] . The resulting transcription dynamics may be presented as the re-distribution of a pool of RNA monomers in a cell over poly-RNA strands synthesized during transcription of different coding DNA fragments. This yields log-normal-like transient dynamics and asymptotic power-like distributions for transcription intensity.
Consider the simplest example of consecutive random fragmentation [5] . Let the complete genome of length M be consecutively fragmented by the architecture elements. After n fragmentations, the resulting length of an element L will be
where the random fractions f i are independent and uniformly distributed within the interval (0, 1). As the probability for the variable y = -lnf is exponential, P(y' > y) = e -y , the resulting probability density for ln(M/L) is given by analog of Eq. (8) (up to the factor related to the replacement of variables),
At the large n the probability density (22) can be approximated as
Kolmogorov [14] considered the generalized fragmentation processes and obtained the conditions of convergence to the log-normal distribution of general form
governed by two parameters μ and σ. The density (25) provides the moments
The corresponding probability density and the moments for normalized length l = L/<L> are given by
The dynamical range of ln(l) is limited by ln(l) min and ln(l) max . The moments at the large k tend to converge at the boundary of dynamical range, whereas the dependence in exponent (28) becomes linear in this limit [15] .
Levels of chromatin folding
The value of consecutive fragmentations (n -1) in Eq. (24) DNA sequences by Fourier analysis (reviewed in [19] ). For example, the symmetry of the fifth order in icosahedral capsid packing of viral genomes is associated with periods M/5 found in the viral genomic nucleotide sequences [20] . The cascade of characteristic lengths from the large scales to the shorter scales in the hierarchical chromatin folding may generate the log-normallike distribution. The systematization of folding levels is yet absent.
Extreme value statistics
The characteristic maximum and minimum lengths of genome architecture elements or genome tracks depend on the total number of elements N. The corresponding normalized lengths l = L/<L> can be estimated by the relationships
This yields the following characteristic extreme values for the exponential, gamma-and lognormal distributions, respectively,
The higher the number of elements N, the broader the dynamical range between l min and l max . The dependence of the extreme lengths on N should be taken into account at the assessment of dependence for the characteristic length of genome architecture elements or genome tracks on the complete genome size during molecular evolution.
For example, the mean gene codes for about 300 amino acids (<L> = 900 bp). E. coli genome contains about 3,000 genes (ln N = 8.0); the longest gene codes for 1,538 amino acids (L = 4,614 bp) and is distinctly shorter than the expected value <L>ln N. Such behavior agrees with the bias against long genes in eubacteria because of the demanding costs of time and resources for protein production related to long genes [21] . Human genome contains about 30,000 genes (ln N = 10.3); the longest gene codes for about 3,500 amino acids (L = 10,500 bp) and is about the expected maximum statistical value. The example illustrates how extreme value statistics helps in discerning between natural selection load and unbiased random molecular evolution.
The minimum length may be short enough to be protein-coding region. This indicates that generally the length distribution for genes should be studied for the set uniting both coding and non-coding regions. The study of length distribution shed light on the pathways of molecular evolution and selection of elements.
Inhomogeneity of genome architecture
The variations in lengths of genome architecture elements characterize approximately the inhomogeneity of genome architecture. It can be proved that the structural entropy 
where C = 0.577215... is the Euler constant. The corresponding mean values for gamma-and log-normal distributions 
The deviation of observed structural entropy from the theoretical prediction for the reference random system can serve as a measure of regularity or complexity of genome architecture.
The structural entropy can also be used as a measure of fitting between empirical distribution of genome architecture elements and its chosen statistical approximation. Such correspondence may be assessed by the absolute difference
or in terms of z-ratio,
, obeying approximately to Gaussian statistics for the random deviations. In the particular example of the log-normal distribution the mean would indicate the approximation with the best fitting empirical distribution.
Discussion
Our consideration proves that the interpretation of the observed regularities in genome architecture or genome tracks depends strongly on the chosen approximation and reference model. For example, the distribution of gene lengths in different organisms can equally well be fitted by both gamma-and log-normal distributions [9, 11] . As discussed in Sections 3 and 4, these distributions are associated with reciprocal processes of aggregation and fragmentation.
Therefore, the genetic meaning of such correspondence and underlying evolution scenarios should be quite different in two cases. The structure of genes for eukaryotes is known to be broken [1] , protein-coding exon regions are divided by the non-coding introns. The correlations between index α (Eq. (19) ) and the mean number of exons would give evidence in favor of aggregation scenario. The complete study of eukaryotic genes ought to include additionally the separate and mutual analysis of exon and intron sets. The huge experimental material stored in the numerous databases cannot be used without proper theoretical background and standard reference models. The intricate relationships between chromatin folding and gene regulation as well as the possible evolution scenarios cannot be clarified without detailed statistical analysis of available data. [1]
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